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Flow profile near a wall measured by double-focus fluorescence cross-correlation
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We present an experimental approach to flow profiling within femtoliter sample volumes, which allows the
high-precision measurements at the solid interface. The method is based on the spatial cross-correlation of the
fluorescence response from labeled tracer particles~latex nanospheres or single dye molecules!. Two excitation
volumes, separated by a few micrometers, are created by two laser foci under a confocal microscope. The
velocity of tracer particles is measured in a channel about 100mm wide within a typical accuracy of 0.1%, and
the positions of the walls are estimated independently of any hydrodynamic data. The underlying theory for the
optical method is given for an arbitrary velocity profile, explicitly presenting the numerical convolutions
necessary for a quantitative analysis. It is illustrated by using the Poiseuille flow of a Newtonian liquid with
slip as an example. Our analysis yields a largeapparentfluid velocity at the wall, which is mostly due to the
impact of the colloidal~electrostatic! forces. This colloidal lift is crucially important in accelerating the
transport processes of molecules and nanoparticles in microfluidic devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.056313 PACS number~s!: 47.15.Gf, 47.80.1v, 83.50.Lh, 83.85.Ei
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to create structures on micron length sca
has triggered a wide range of scientific investigations,
well as the development of many devices to transport
manipulate liquids. These types of investigations are broa
identified under the theme of microfluidics@1,2#. Microflu-
idics normally refers to devices or flow configuration th
have the smallest design feature on the scale of a micro
larger. Frequently, this means rectangular channels w
cross-sectional dimension of the order of tens or hundred
microns. Most of the microfluidic studies have focused
specific microdevices, such as the design of pumps, mix
reactors, and sensors. However, these studies could ha
great impact in many areas of the physics of liquid, chem
try, and biology, and there are many opportunities for a ba
physics, as well as interdisciplinary work in this area.
deed, on the one hand, the flow in the microchannels n
rally remains laminar, i.e., falls into a category that is of lo
interest of hydrodynamic and chemical engineering comm
nity. On the other hand, the new research questions
themes introduced by the small length scale are the mo
of particles~in the broad sense, including organic molecul
biomolecules, droplets, tiny bubbles, etc.! and the impact of
surface phenomena~surface roughness, colloidal intera
tions, wettability, etc.!.

Among the themes to consider are the boundary co
tions at the liquid-solid interface, and their role in determ
ing the transport of particles near the wall. It is accepted
hydrodynamics that, at a macroscopic level, the bound
condition for a viscous fluid at a solid wall is one of no sli
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i.e., the liquid velocity is equal to that of a solid bounda
The possibility of slip was intensively discussed only in t
context of polymer melt flow@3,4#. It was also suggested tha
surface roughness@5#, hydrophobicity@6#, and chemical in-
homogeneities@7# could lead to anapparent slippage of
simple liquids on the wall~for a review see Ref.@8#!. This
issue has seen a renaissance in recent times. These have
mostly indirect experiments, based as before on the meas
ments of increase of liquid flow rate as compared with p
dicted in case of no slip@9,10#. New development included a
high-speed force measurements performed with the sur
force apparatus@11–13# and atomic force microscop
@14,15#, and subsequent comparison with a theory of fi
drainage between slippery surfaces@16#. However, there
have also been recent attempts of more direct measurem
of the flow velocity near a surface including total intern
reflection-fluorescence spectroscopy after photobleach
@17# and an optical study@18#. The principal theme of this
paper is a direct study of the flow profile near the interfa
with a solid using a different method, based on spatial flu
rescence cross-correlation.

The technique of fluorescence correlation spectrosc
~FCS! @19# has become an important tool for investigatin
the dynamic properties of single molecules in solution. T
method is based on detecting the fluctuations of the fluo
cent light intensity in a small and fixed volume eleme
usually formed by a laser focus of submicron waist size. D
to minimal requirements on sample amounts, FCS has fo
widespread application to partially labeled, biological ma
rials, probing quantities such as diffusive behavior@20,21#,
reaction kinetics@22#, and intracellular particle concentra
tions @23#. Due to the small volumes employed, FCS is a
destined to yield important results on the flow veloc
within microstructures. Standard, single-focus FCS w
shown to yield a classical hydrodynamic flow profile with
a 50-mm channel@24#. However, measuring flow with a stan
dard FCS setup implies significant disadvantages. Firs
©2003 The American Physical Society13-1
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LUMMA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 056313 ~2003!
single-focus setup does not allow one to observe flo
slower than diffusion, and the experimental observable
coupled to diffusion. Second, the direction of the flow can
be determined. Third, flow velocity cannot be measu
close to an interface since size of the focus cannot be c
trolled in the vicinity of an interface.

These disadvantages can be addressed by monitorin
fluorescence signals from two distinct spots. By cro
correlating the two signals, directed flow can be effectiv
decoupled from diffusion. As the two focal spots approach
interface, they might change shape and size, but their rela
distance remains constant. We will show how this enable
to profile the flow velocity in a channel up to fractions of
micrometer near its walls. The idea of spatial cro
correlation has been applied early on to perform sing
molecule electrophoresis on solutions ofl DNA @25#. Com-
pared to such a two-point cross-correlation, two-dimensio
fluorescence imaging, which may also be used for hi
throughput single-molecule screening applications@26#, can
only access much longer delay times. For the context of c
sical FCS, the principles of spatial cross-correlation ha
been formulated in Ref.@27# for constant flow velocities. The
corresponding experiments probed the electrophoretic be
ior of Rhodamin 6G solutions, and the two sample volum
were created by two glass fibers of 100mm diameter with a
fixed center-to-center distance of 140mm. Such dimensions
make it impossible to probe the flow behavior within biolog
cally relevant structures such as cells.

In this paper, we present an experimental setup allow
us to perform high-precision velocity measurements withi
femtoliter sample volume, formed by two diffraction-limite
foci with a distance of 6.060.1 mm. With our setup, we can
directly probe the entire velocity profile within
110-mm-wide channel. Cross-correlation data are analy
by taking into account the nonuniform velocity across t
focus. The geometry of our experimental setup is illustra
in Fig. 1. Two optically equivalent and diffraction-limite
laser foci are separated by a distanceDs along thex axis.
Both foci can be scanned together along thez direction. The
time-resolved fluorescence intensitiesI 1(t8) and I 2(t8) re-
flect the number of labeled particles present in focus 1 an
respectively. Both intensities correspond to the same op
spectrum, but do so at different locations. The flow veloc
is assumed to be directed solely along thex axis, with diffu-
sion taking place into all directions. With this setup, we a
dress the question ofapparentboundary slip at and motion
of particles near microchannel walls.

II. THEORY

In this section, we will describe how a velocity profile ca
be characterized by our cross-correlation data. We will p
ceed in two steps. First, we will describe the relations
between the local flow velocity profile and the measu
FCS cross-correlation function. Second, we will present
functional form compared to the observed flow profile.

A. Spatial fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy

The principles of FCS are detailed elsewhere@28#. Briefly,
the technique rests on the premise that only a small num
05631
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of labeled particles are simultaneously located in an effec
focal volume of the order of 10215 l. For the present experi
ments, the volume element probed is created by a conf
microscope@29#. Fluctuations of the detected fluorescen
signal are due to fluorophors entering or leaving the op
illumination volume. The autocorrelation of the time
resolved fluorescence signal permits the characterizatio
particle concentration and dynamics. Given the size of
effective sample volume, systems with particle concen
tions in the range between 10210 and 1026 M may be inves-
tigated.

A time cross-correlation functiong2(t) may generally be
derived from any two time-resolved intensitiesI 1(t8),
I 2(t8). It is calculated via

g2~ t !5
^I 1~ t8!I 2~ t81t !& t8

^I 1~ t8!& t8^I 2~ t8!& t8

, ~1!

with ^•••& t8 denoting the ensemble average for an ergo
system. In the present FCS experiment, the quantityI n(t8) is
given by the fluorescence intensity detected by focusn at
time t8. The shape of the measured cross-correlation ve
delay time may be derived from

g2~ t !5

E E i 1~rW !i 2~rW8!F~rW,rW8,t !d3rWd3rW8

C̄2E E i 1~rW !i 2~rW8!d3rWd3rW8

~2!

whererW5(x,y,z) and rW85(x8,y8,z8). The average concen
tration of labeled particles is denoted byC̄ and the functions

FIG. 1. Geometry of the experimental setup. Two laser foci
placed along thex axis separated by a distanceDs. They indepen-
dently record the time-resolved fluorescence intensitiesI 1(t) and
I 2(t). The forward cross-correlation of these two signals yie
g2(t). The two foci are scanned simultaneously along thez axis to
probe the velocity profilevx(z).
3-2
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FLOW PROFILE NEAR A WALL MEASURED BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 056313 ~2003!
i n(rW) refer to the real-space detection efficiencies for focun.
The latter are modeled as three-dimensional, ellipso
Gaussians with cylindrical symmetry about thez axis,

i n~rW !5k0nexpF2
2~x2xcn!212y2

r 0
2 G i 0n~z!

3expF2
2~z2zc!

2

z0
2 G , ~3!

with r 0 the waist size of the focus,z0 its height, andk0n an
excitation- and tracer-specific detection parameter for fo
n. The functionsi 0n(z) are used to reflect the change in t
local tracer concentration withz. In our experiments, the
i 0n(z) are assumed to be proportional to the measured a
age intensity of focusn at center positionz.

The detection efficiencyi n(rW) of focusn is centered abou
the position (xcn,0,zc) in real space. In our geometry,xc1
50 andxc25Ds, so that the two foci are displaced by th
distanceDs along thex axis. The dynamics of the system
determined throughF(rW,rW8,t), denoting the space-time co
relation function of a single labeled particle. For a thre
dimensional Brownian walk with diffusion constantD, su-
perposed to a uniform flow velocityvW 5(vx ,vy ,vz), the
function F(rW,rW8,t) is solution of an advection-diffusion
equation. Such an equation takes into account the Taylor
persion, that is the larger dispersion along streamlines du
the Brownian diffusion across streamlines in a shear fl
Some solutions of the advection-diffusion equation and e
mates of Taylor dispersion are discussed in Appendix
Here, for the sake of simplicity of the subsequent analy
we only take the solution of the diffusion equation with
change of frame of reference. Consequences of this sim
fication are discussed in Appendix A and below. Thus,
take the standard solution

F~rW,rW8,t !5C̄~4pDt !23/2expF2
~rW2rW81vW t !2

4Dt
G . ~4!

In our experiments,vW 5(vx,0,0), andvx5vx(z). With these
assumptions, we may simplify Eq.~2! to obtain

g2~zc ,t !511N21~114Dt/r 0
2!21z0

21

3E
2L

1LE
2L

1L

î 01~z! î 02~z8!expF2
2~z2zc!

2

z0
2 G

3expF2
2~z82zc!

2

z0
2 G ~4pDt !21/2

3expF2
~z2z8!2

4Dt GexpH 2~114Dt/r 0
2!21

3
@Ds2vx~z! t#2

r 0
2 J dzdz8, ~5!
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where î 0n(z)5 i 0n(z)@*2L
1Li 0n(z9)dz9#21. The number N

5C̄Veff denotes the average number of particles pres
within a focus, where

Veff5E
2`

1`E
2`

1`E
2L

1L

expF2
2~z2zc!

2

z0
2 G

3expF2
2~x2xcn!212y2

r 0
2 Gdx dy dz ~6!

refers to the effective focal volume. In the simple case oL
→` where the wall is far away, one findsVeff5p3/2z0r 0

2.
The positionz50 is defined as the center of the channel, a
integration is performed between the walls atz51L,2L. In
the limit L→`, Ds50, vx50, and î 015 î 0251, Eq. ~5! re-
duces to

g2~ t !511gdiff 3D~ t !

511N21~11t/tD!21@11t/~S2tD!#21/2, ~7!

describing the three-dimensional Brownian diffusion w
D50.25r 0

2/tD @19# andS5z0 /r 0 . In the case of plug flow,

where vxÞ0 is independent ofz and î 015 î 0251, Eq. ~5!
simplifies to

g2~ t !511N21~11t/tD!21@11t/~S2tD!#21/2

3expH 2~11t/tD!21
~Ds2vx t !2

r 0
2 J , ~8!

as in Ref.@27#. The results quoted here are strictly valid f
pointlike particles only, but remain applicable to particl
with radiusR significantly smaller than the focal waist siz
r 0 ~Fig. 2!. As particle radii become comparable to the foc
waist sizer 0 , the relationship between the diffusion timetD
and the diffusion constant changes toD50.25(r 01R)2/tD
@30#. In the experiments presented here,R!r 0 .

B. Flow velocity profile

In the preceding section, we have outlined how to mo
the expected cross-correlation function given an arbitr
flow profile vx(z). We will now describe our model for the

FIG. 2. The deviation betweentM andtF . The ratiotM /tF is
plotted versus the velocityDs/tM .
3-3
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LUMMA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 056313 ~2003!
underlying velocity profile itself. In this paper, we illustra
our approach by considering the Poiseuille flow with s
boundary conditions. In other words, we allow an amoun
slippage, described by a slip lengthb

vs5b
]vs

]n
,

wherevs is the slip~tangential! velocity on the wall and the
axis n is normal to the surfaces. In such a model, the s
velocity of the wall is proportional to the shear stress@8#.

Therefore, we begin with a general solution of the Navi
Stokes equations

vx~z!5Az2/21c11c2z, ~9!

whereA5m21dP/dz with m the bulk viscosity of the me-
dium and P the hydrostatic pressure. The two consta
c1 ,c2 are then determined from the set of boundary con
tions

7b1,2~c26AL!5c16c2L1AL2/2, ~10!

The quantitiesb1 ,b2 denote the slip lengths for the upp
and lower channel wall located atz51L andz52L. The
pressure drop measurements cannot be performed with
necessary accuracy. However, one can express the pre
drop via a velocity in the center of the channel, which w
consider to be independent of the slip situation at the wa
The last assumption is justified providedb1 ,b2!L. We
therefore usev0;2AL2/2 and obtain

vx~z!5
v0

L2~b11b212L !
$b1~4b2L13L212Lz2z2!

1~L2z!@2L~L1z!1b2~3L1z!#%, ~11!

which reduces to the symmetric form

vx symm~z!5v0

2bL1L22z2

L2
~12!

in the limit whereb1 ,b2→b.
Using the profilevx@v0 ,L,b1 ,b2#(z) from Eq. ~11!, we

can calculate the expected FCS cross-correlation func
g2@v0 ,L,b1 ,b2#(t) by means of Eq.~5!, and by assuming
that the velocity of particles we measure is equal to tha
liquid flow. This cross-correlation will typically exhibit a lo
cal maximum whose positiontM is characteristic of the loca
flow velocity. In order to efficiently compare the theoretic
expectation to the measured data, we locally perform a le
squares fit of

g2~ t !5b1HexpF2
~ t2tM!2

w2 G ~13!

to the calculatedg2@v0 ,L,b1 ,b2#(t).
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Fluorescently labeled latex spheres, carboxylate-modi
FluoSpheres~580/605!, were purchased from Molecula
Probes~Eugene, Oregon! and provided in a solution with 2%
solids. The particles are specified to have a radius oR
.20 nm and a polydispersity of about 20%. The suspens
was diluted by 1:10 000, and steps were undertaken to
vent aggregation. As long asR remains significantly smalle
than the focal waist sizer 0 , neither the exact size of th
particles nor their polydispersity affects the measured fl
profiles. The tracers were solely chosen for their ease to
and their fluorescence brightness. Measurements with si
dye molecules were performed with Alexa 568~Molecular
Probes! at a final concentration of 2 nM .

Experiments were carried out in water and NaCl~99.99%,
Aldrich! aqueous solutions with concentrations in the ran
between 0.01 mM and 0.1M . Water was purified using a
commercial milli-Q system containing ion-exchange an
charcoal stages. The deionized water had a conductivity
than 0.131026 S/m. It was filtered at 0.22mm and degassed
before use to minimize air bubble formation during the me
surements. All experiments were done at room tempera
without buffer. Hence,pH was around 6.

We use a commercial FCS setup manufactured by C
Zeiss~Jena, Germany! consisting of the module ConfoCor
and the inverted microscope model Axiovert 200. For t
present experiments, we employed a Zeiss Plan-Neofl
403 water immersion objective. The optical system w
modified by the manufacturer such that an external la
beam could be coupled into the confocal optics. For fluor
cence excitation, the 543-nm line of a 5-mW helium-ne
laser is used. The laser beam is split by means of a Wolla
prism. Behind the prism, the two beams are polarized p
pendicularly to each other and exhibit an angular separa
of 0.5°. The prism is followed by two lenses, the first with
focal length of 400 mm located at a distance of 380 m
behind the prism. The second lens, with a focal length of 6
mm, is placed 920 mm further downstream. The dista
from the second lens to the external input of the ConfoCo
system measures about 680 mm. Our alignments lead to
optically equivalent, almost diffusion-limited laser foci sep
rated by a distance of 6.060.1 mm in object space.

Emitted fluorescence was separated from the laser so
with a dichroic mirror adjusted to the 543-nm line. The lig
passing the dichroic was evenly split to enter the two in
pendent channels using a neutral 50:50 beam splitter.
emission pinholes before the two detectors were caref
centered on the intensity maxima corresponding to the s
tially separated excitation volumes. In both channels, filt
were chosen to allow only light at wavelengths longer th
585nm to enter the detectors. For detection, avalanche
todiodes were used, enabling single-photon counting. A
proper alignment, the photon cross talk between channels
not exceed 4.5%.

For calibration, an aqueous solution of 10 nM Rhodamin
6G ~R6G! was studied before each data acquisition ser
and the autocorrelations were fitted to
3-4
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FLOW PROFILE NEAR A WALL MEASURED BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 056313 ~2003!
g2~ t !511gtr~ t !gdiff 3D~ t !, ~14!

with gtr(t)5@11e2t/tTT/(12T)# accounting for the triplet
decay @31#. With the R6G diffusion constantDR6G52.8
3102 mm2 s21 @28# as a reference, the focal waist size a
shape parameter were determined (r 0.0.21mm and S
5z0 /r 0.7.7) and used for all subsequently acquired da
Flow experiments were only carried out when the size of
two foci did not deviate by more than 15%. Experimen
confirmed that the measured autocorrelations for R6G s
tions were independent of laser intensity for attenuator tra
missions up to 5%. Beyond 2%, distortions appear. All R
measurements for the present work were performed a
tenuator transmissions between 0.5% and 2%.

The surfaces used for our measurements have been
acterized by their contact angle and morphology. The m
surements of water contact angle were done by observa
of a sessile drop with a commercial setup~DataPhysics, Ger-
many! equipped with a stepper motor to drive the syrin
which controls the drop volume. The estimated error
roughly 61°. The imaging of surface topography was do
with a commercial AFM~NanoScope III, Multimode, Digital
Instruments, California!.

The chamber within which the flow was profiled
formed by a three-layer sandwich construction~Fig. 3!. Be-
fore use, all the surfaces were cleaned with plasma treatm
The lowest layer is a standard microscope cover slide m
of borosilicate glass with a height of 170mm, a root-mean-
square roughness of the range 2.5–3 nm and with a m
mum peak-to-valley difference of the order of 15 nm. T
water advancing contact angle was found to be 5 –10°.
channel itself was created by a polymer film~Xiro, Schmit-
ten, Switzerland!. The height of this film, roughly 110mm,
also forms the smallest dimension of the channel, direc
along thez axis. The channel extension along they axis is cut
out of the film, and measures about 1.5–2 mm. The top la
is finally formed by a 1-mm-thick cover glass~Menzel, Ger-
many!. Experiments involving mica were performed by i
troducing a freshly cleaved thin~usually 5 –10mm) piece of
molecularly smooth mica between the polymer film and
upper glass slide. Two holes were made in this upper co
glass directly on top of the channel ends. The holes work
entry and exit for the fluid. Heating under gentle press
causes the film to stick to the upper and lower glass pla

FIG. 3. Schematic of the chamber: 1—aluminium suppo
2—cover slide, 3—thermoplastic foil, 4—microscope slid
5—polycarbonate block.
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sealing the system. An optically transparent polycarbon
block served as a support and for connection of the cham
to the external flow system.

A hydrostatic pressure gradient was created by a sys
of two beakers at different heights. Liquid then flows fro
the upper to the lower beaker at a height-dependent volu
rate. Prior to our data on flow profiles, we have performe
simple calibration test that included the measurements
flow velocity at some fixed point far from the walls. Mea
surements verified the linear relation between velocity a
pressure drop to very high accuracy. The surface area of
beakers was chosen large enough to minimize the chang
height difference between the two fluid surfaces during
experiment. Since this change affects the rate of liquid pa
ing through the channel a correction to the flow data has
be applied, which accounts for the hydrostatic pressure d
during the experiment. To obtain a characteristic time c
stant of the system, the temporal change of flow velocity w
monitored at a given position inside the channel. In go
agreement with theoretical expectations, the flow veloc
followed an exponential dependence on time. For a typ
initial height difference of 30 cm a time constant oft
5(44.2860.22) h was observed. For typical durations
6–8 h per channel scan, this exponential behavior can
approximated by a linear correctionv(t)5vmeasured(t)/
(12t/t).

Measurements on the latex tracers and single dyes w
done at attenuator transmissions up to 2%. Before each
experiment, the self-diffusion of the particles was charac
ized. For the latex particles, the triplet decay turned out to
negligible, and we assumedgtr(t)51. The flow profile was
determined by calculating the cross-correlation, as well
the two autocorrelations simultaneously, while the data w
being accumulated. At eachz position, a series of at least fiv
independent data acquisitions was carried out. The acq
tion time was varied to yield sufficient signal-to-noise rati
at each position, necessitating longer measurements clo
the channel walls, where small flow velocities are foun
Longest data acquisition times reached about 90s. The in
pendent cross-correlation functions acquired at positioz
were fitted to Eq.~13!, yielding the experimental flow veloc
ity vexp(z)5Ds/tMexp, as well as the heightHexp(z) and width
wexp(z) of the Gaussian for positionz. Statistical uncertain-
ties were determined by calculating the standard devia
from the variation among the independent measurement

Figure 4~a! illustrates how the position of the two wall
may be determined independent of any hydrodynamic d
We show the product of the average intensities detected
the two foci, plottingI 1I 2 vs the focal center positionzc .
Well within the channel, we observe a symmetric curvatu
As zc approaches the walls, the productI 1I 2 decreases, and
vanishes a few micrometers outside the channel. One
consider the walls to be located where the derivative ofI 1I 2
with respect tozc reaches an absolute local maximum. A
alternative approach uses the cross-correlation data to
mate the wall locations. In panel~b!, we plot the area unde
the peak of the measured cross-correlation as a functio
zc . This areaF is proportional towH in Eq. ~13!. It is evi-
dent thatF is peaked near the wall positions since diffusi

,

3-5
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broadening is most pronounced where local flow velocit
are smallest. This position was determined by fitting
peaked region to a Lorentzian function. This lead to e
mates for the wall positions that agree to within60.1 mm,
which is of the order of the step width between success
scan positions. In addition, they are also consistent with
fits to the velocity profile that will be described below. How
ever, we want to stress that this procedure does not repre
a direct measurements of the wall position.

Additional problems may arise from the appearance of
bubbles in the channel structure due to imperfect sealin
the flow system. Small bubbles stuck to the wall will dimi
ish the flow velocity near the surface by changing the eff
tive cross section of the channel. Although careful steps w
undertaken to minimize this disturbance, the effect was
ible in the deformation of the parabolic profile, especially f
prolonged measurements. Data showing distortions nea
walls were discarded from further analysis.

The measured cross-correlation data were compare
theory as follows. On the basis of the paramet
v0 ,L,b1 ,b2 , we calculate a velocity profile from Eq.~11!,
which in turn yields the expected correlation functio
g2(z,t) from Eq. ~5!. Through a fit to Eq.~13!, we finally
obtain tM mod@v0 ,L,b1 ,b2# as a prediction for the experi
mentally observabletMexp. Performing least-squares fits o
vmod@v0 ,L,b1 ,b2#(z)5Ds/tM mod to vexp(z), we obtain the
slip lengthsb1 ,b2 , the center velocityv0 , and an indepen-
dent verification of the channel half widthL.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative cross-correlationsg2(z,t) are shown in
Fig. 5. Panel~a! shows data from well within the channel. A
the flow becomes slower, the peaks in the cross-correla

FIG. 4. Procedure for estimating the wall positions.~a! The
product of the average intensities detected by the two foci, plot
I 1I 2 vs the focal center positionzc . ~b! Area F}wH in Eq. ~13!
under the peak of the measured cross-correlation, plotted vszc .
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lose in height and gain in width. These findings are in agr
ment with Eqs. ~5! and ~8!. Panel ~b! shows a cross-
correlation for a measurement close to the channel w
where diffusion and transport occur at similar time scal
The overall velocity profile within the entire 110-mm-wide
channel is shown in Fig. 6. The solid line is a least-square
to the model of Eqs.~5!, ~11!, and~13!. The absolute uncer
tainty of the measured velocities is on an average
31024 m s21 and shows only a weak dependence on
mean velocity. For all data points, the fitted model lies with
the experimentally determined uncertainties. Within the c
tral 2/3 of the channel, we find characteristic relative sta
tical errors down to 0.06%. The fit yieldsv05(0.0854
60.0001) m s21 and L5(52.5660.04) mm. As expected,
the central region of the profile exhibits the parabolic sha

g

FIG. 5. Cross-correlation functionsg2(z,t) vs delay time~a! for
positions well within the channel and~b! for measurements very
close to the walls. Two of the baselines in~a! were offset from 1.0
for presentational purposes.

FIG. 6. Typical observed velocity profilevexp(z) within a
110-mm-wide channel. The solid lines are curvefits to the mode
Eqs. ~5!, ~11!, and ~13!, presenting vmod@v0 ,L,b1 ,b2#(z)
5Ds/tM mod. Error bars were determined from the deviatio
among repeated measurements. When error bars are absent,
tainties are smaller than the circles.
3-6
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that is predicted by the classical theory. An important po
to note is that our method provides a much higher sp
resolution in the velocity measurements than the class
single-focus FCS@24# or state-of-the-art confocal imagin
studies using particle tracking@32#. This remains true even
far from interfaces. Similarly, these other methods may
reach flow times as short as those accessible with sp
double-focus cross-correlation.

The parabolic shape, however, does not extend up to
channel walls, as shown in Fig. 7. As the center position
the two foci approaches the location of the wall and lea
the interior of the channel, the measured velocity conver
towards a constant value. This behavior can be explai
intuitively. As the two focal spots approach an interface, th
relative distance remains constant despite possible cha
in shape. Once the centers of the two foci lie outside
channel, only fractions of the sampling volume, specifica
the tails of the Gaussians in Eq.~3!, will remain within the
channel. The velocity effectively quantified throughtM

21 will
thus correspond to a weighted average velocity belongin
that tail region. As we continue to scan the two foci into t
wall, the measured flow should converge to just that veloc
that is effective in the last moving particle layer clo
to the wall.

Our model also allows us to accurately fit the experim
tal data near the walls. This means that the continuum
scription with the appropriately chosen slip lengths rema
an appropriate starting point for analysis of flow near
walls of a microchannel. Therefore, we can determine
apparentslip lengths quantitatively. For the shown profi
~glass and borosilicate glass in water! the fits yield b1
5(0.8960.02) mm and b25(0.7760.03) mm. The results
for different experimental situations are summarized in Ta
I. The data given there represent average values of rou
20 profiles taken in each case. For every measured pro
the fit has given values of the slip length with the uncertai
below 60.03mm. However, the scatter in the average v

FIG. 7. Observed velocity profilevexp(z) in the vicinity of the
channel walls at6L. The solid lines are curve fits to the model
Eqs. ~5!, ~11!, and ~13!, presenting vmod@v0 ,L,b1 ,b2#(z)
5Ds/tM mod. Error bars were determined from the deviatio
among repeated measurements. When error bars are absent,
tainties are smaller than the circles. The dashed lines show the
position of the channel walls. Determining wall positions as d
scribed in the text, fits yield slip lengths of~a! b15(0.89
60.02) mm and~b! b25(0.7760.03) mm.
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ues of slip lengths measured in the same conditions in s
rate experiments was much larger~up to60.1 mm in case of
pure water!. Data obtained at higher concentration of ele
trolyte are not presented in Table I. The reason is tha
concentrated solutions the tracers themselves get stuck a
wall giving rise to a high uncertainty in the measured valu
Therefore, they have been excluded from further analysi

The essential observations are these. The apparent
lengths measured with the latex tracers in water have v
large values~of the order of 1mm). These values are we
above the size of asperities of the microchannel walls
independent of the nature of the surfaces. The use of sm
size dye molecules leads to a reduction of the apparent
length. With the added electrolyte further reduction is o
served. These findings require further comments.

Clearly, the apparent slip lengths we found are too large
reflect just the liquid slippage over the wall, especially taki
into account that we had a nearly complete wetting situati
The possible explanation could be connected with the f
that in reality, we do not measure the fluid velocityvx itself,
but the velocityux of particles carried by the fluid.

One reason for such differences between these two q
tities may be connected with the influence of hydrodynam
interactions of spheres with walls. This can be estimated
the basis of classical results~reviewed in Ref.@33#; cf. also
Ref. @34# for the shear flow problem!.

Due to its small radiusR;20 nm~or even smaller in case
of dye molecules!, a marker may be regarded as neutra
buoyant. When a sphere is located in the central part of
channel in a Poiseuille flow, wall interactions are of the ord
of (R/L)2;1028. The same is true for slip walls, since w
may use the remark that the fluid velocity in a channel w
slip boundary conditions on the walls is equivalent to a P
seuille flow displaced by a distance equal to the slip lengthb.
Interactions with walls only become important when
sphere is in the vicinity of either wall, at distances of abo
20R50.4 mm and less. For such distances, it is clear that
flow profile close to either wall is practically a shear flow

Consider then a freely moving, freely rotating sphere in
shear flow in the vicinity of a plane wall. First, for a no-sl
wall (b50), the sphere velocity is 0.96 of the fluid veloci
when the normalized gape between the sphere and the wa
is unity and 0.76 whene50.1. Thus, if the fluid velocity at
distances of the order of 0.04mm or less is to be measure
close to a no-slip wall, the sphere-wall hydrodynamic int

cer-
ed
-

TABLE I. Averageapparentslip lengths~micrometers! at vari-
ous conditions for the different surfaces.

Condition Borosilicate glass slide Glass slide Mica

Latex spheres 1.00 0.89 0.86
Salt-free
Alexa 568 0.82 0.63 0.51
Salt-free
Alexa 568 0.32 0.59
0.01 mM salt
Alexa 568 0.25 0.22
1 mM salt
3-7
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actions have to be included in the analysis. Since these
tances are much shorter than the apparent slip lengths tha
observed, this simple effect can be eliminated. Consider n
a sphere close to a wall on which a slip condition applies.
our knowledge, this creeping flow problem was not solv
so we use an approximate solution, as detailed in Appen
B. In the range of validity of this solution, that is, forb
>5R50.1 mm, the fluid and particle velocity are practical
equal. For smaller gaps, the theory is missing but some
ference between the particle and fluid velocity close to a
wall could be anticipated.

Another possible reason for a large apparent slip we
serve could be particle depletion within a layer close to
microchannel walls. The depletion due to hydrodynamic
has been observed for a layer thickness between 0.3
1.4 mm @35#. We should, however, rule out a possibility for
hydrodynamic lift in our system, since such an effect is d
to fluid inertia. More precisely, the ratio of the migratio
velocity due to such a lift to the fluid entrainment velocity
of the order of the Reynolds number based on the shear
around a particle@36#, which is less than 1026 in our case.

We, therefore, conclude, that the depletion layer, if a
can only be caused by repulsive interaction of our tra
particles with the channel walls@37#. The approximate size
of such a layerd can be estimated by assuming that it is
the order of the distance from the wall, where there a dou
layer forceF}Rexp(2kd) becomes negligibly small~herek
is the inverse Debye length!. This happens roughly atd
;3k21, and givesd;0.03mm for 1 mM , and 0.3mm for
0.01 mM solution of NaCl. In water the Debye length is n
well defined, but normally it can take it roughly equal
0.3 mm @38#, which suggestsd is about 0.9mm for a pure
water. These values are consistent with the apparent
lengths summarized in Table I. In such an approach, the
ference between experiments with nanoparticles and si
dyes reflects the difference in the size of the tracers. Also,
influence of the material of the walls on the slip lengt
could be connected with the different surface potential~of
mica, glass, and borosilicate glass!, which determines the
strength of the double layer interaction@38,39#.

Some discrepancies between the estimatedd and the ex-
perimental values of slip at concentration 1 mM are likely
connected with the simplification we introduced by using
standard solution of the diffusion equation~4!. The error may
be evaluated on the basis of the Taylor dispersion of parti
estimated in Appendix A. If hydrodynamic and colloidal in
teractions between the particles and wall are neglected, t
estimates give slip length consistent with the last line
Table I. An important point to note is that, when particles a
repelled from the wall by electrostatic forces, the Taylor s
is much smaller, so that it does not affect our conclus
about the large slip lengths at low salt concentration.

In summary, we have developed an experimental
proach, based on the spacial fluorescence cross correlati
the fluorescence response from tracer nanoparticles, w
allowed the high-precision flow profiling at the solid inte
face. The experimental study of a flow of water-electroly
solutions has shown that there is a significant slip on
wall. We have demonstrated that it would be wrong to int
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pret this as an actual slip at the liquid-solid interface. T
large slip effect is shown to beapparent, mostly reflects a
colloidal ~repulsive! interaction of the tracer particles wit
the microchannel walls, and can be controlled by varying
concentration of electrolyte. We have provided an accur
quantitative description of the phenomenon using sim
physical models, which allows one to control, manipula
and dramatically accelerate the transport processes, in
ticular, the motion of molecules and nanoparticles in sm
devices. To the best of our knowledge, we do so for the fi
time in this field of study that sees so much attention
numerous communities of scientists.
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATES OF TAYLOR DISPERSION

FunctionF(rW,rW8,t) should satisfy the advection-diffusio
equation

]F

]t
1vW •¹F5D¹2F. ~A1!

We use this equation to describe the release at timet and
position rW8 of a species initially concentrated at positionrW,
viz., with initial condition

F~rW,rW,0!5d~rW !, ~A2!

where d is the Dirac delta function. Appropriate bounda
conditions of zero flux across the walls should be add
This is the dispersion problem pioneered by Taylor@40#. In
Taylor’s approach, the dispersed species is filling the wh
channel. However, in our case, the distance between fo
6 mm whereas the distance between channel walls
100 mm, so that the species usually does not have time
diffuse laterally to the walls in the travel from one focus
the other. An exception is when both foci are close to a w
Both cases will be considered here.

First, for both foci at some distance from walls, th
boundary conditions are dropped. The important pheno
enon is the dispersion due to the velocity gradient and
take vx5kz, vy5vz50 in Eq. ~A1!. The solution of Eq.
~A1! with Eq. ~A2! then is found to be

F5F0

1

A11k2t2/12
expF ~X223Z2!k2t2/121XZkt

4Dt~11k2t2/12!
G ,

~A3!

where

X5x82x2kzt, Y5y82y, Z5z82z,

where F0 denotes here the classical solution~4! for pure
diffusion. When the distancey to the wall becomes of the
3-8
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FLOW PROFILE NEAR A WALL MEASURED BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 056313 ~2003!
order of the distancex82x56 mm between foci and larger
we then calculate with our physical values of parameters
F.F0 so that approximation~4! is quite good enough. This
is because far from walls, lateral diffusion does not ha
time to evolve during the rapid travel from one focus to t
other.

Consider now the case when both foci are close to a w
Obviously, the influence of the other wall will be negligib
from the preceding analysis. For this case, we use Saffm
@41# solution for the source on the wall. Although the pro
lem of a source close to the wall considered here is m
general, Saffman’s solution@see Eq.~25! in Ref. @41## pro-
vides us with an estimate. Since particles released nea
wall can only diffuse away from the wall, say at a distan
ADt during time t, they are carried downstream at a larg
velocity by the ambient shear flow, viz.,kADt, to an average
distancektADt. In his exact calculation, Saffman find th
this quantity should be multiplied byAp/2. The velocity
(Ap/2)kADt thus is the supplementary velocity observed
the experiment. For simplification, we estimate timet as the
fluid transportation time between foci~instead of the particle
transportation time!. Considering the case when the distan
x82x between foci equals the distancez between the foci
and the walls, theapparentslip velocity is found to bevT

5ApDk/2, leading to anapparentslip length ofbT5vT /k
50.2 mm. This is of the order of the values found in the la
line in the table. When the foci are closer to the wall, th
apparent slip length increases likeA(x82x)/z. Note, how-
ever, that the repulsive interactions between the particles
the wall, which are not taken into account in this analys
may hinder the particle motion so that the estimated
length would not be as large.

Saffman’s Eq.~25! also gives the dispersion around th
average displacement. From that formula, we find that
ratio of the Saffman’s dispersion to the Brownian dispers
is Ac(x82x)2/z211, where c57/602p/32.0.0185. For
(x82x)/z51, we obtain 1.009 and for (x82x)/z50.1,
1.68. Thus, there is no large experimental error in using
diffusion equation instead of the advection-diffusion one.

APPENDIX B: APPROXIMATE SOLUTION
FOR A SPHERE IN A SHEAR FLOW CLOSE TO A PLANE

WITH A SLIP BOUNDARY CONDITION

Consider a freely moving, freely rotating sphere in a sh
flow, with center at a positionz5 l away from a plane wall
r-
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Ps at z50, on which a slip condition applies. For a she
flow without sphere, the slip condition is equivalent to a
plying the no-slip condition on a planez52b. We then
consider the flow field around the freely moving, freely r
tating sphere in presence of this no-slip plane. However,
new problem is not exactly equivalent to the one that
want to solve. This is because the flow calculated in this w
givesa priori a velocityw across the plane atz50, which is
in contradiction with the required boundary conditions
Ps . Nevertheless, if the slip length is large compared w
the sphere radius, this equivalence of boundary condi
may be good enough. To demonstrate this point, we calcu
the velocity across the plane atz50 and compare it with the
sphere velocity.

By linearity of the creeping flow equations, the proble
of a freely moving, freely rotating sphere is written as a su
of three problems: a sphere translating without rotation~i!
and rotating without translation~ii ! in a fluid at rest;~iii ! a
sphere held fixed in a shear flow. These problems w
solved by the technique of bipolar coordinates: the first t
ones by O’Neill and co-workers in a series of papers~quoted
in Ref. @33#! and the last one in Ref.@34#. Taking b/R580
from experiment, calculations made on the basis of th
results show that the sphere translational velocity is the s
as the unperturbed fluid velocity in its center, with a 1027

precision. When calculating the fluid velocityw across the
planez50 for various values of the normalized distancel /R
and of the normalized abscissaj/R, the maximum valuewm
of uwu is found to be at a maximum aroundj/R50.75. It
slowly increases for decreasing gape5 l /R21, with values
wm5431023 for e50.1 andwm54.231023 for e50.01.
On the basis of the preceding results, we thus find that
sphere translational velocity close to the slip plane is
same as the unperturbed fluid velocity in its center, with
1027 precision.

The theory by Hocking@42# considers the translation an
rotation of a sphere close to a plane with a slip condition a
his result for the case of a large slip length leads to res
consistent with our simplified model. However, Hocking d
not treat the shear flow problem.

For lower values ofb, wm increases as expected. It is 0.0
for b/R55. Thus,b55R5100 nm is about the lower valu
of the slip length for which the present model is valid. F
lower slip lengths, the creeping flow problem of a sphe
moving parallel to a slip plane should be solved for bet
precision.
dv.
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